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View towards the future power
of our vessels in the Calandkanaal - windturbines.
These windturbines will be replaced by larger
turbines in the near future.
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Creating Sustainable Value(s)

An introduction from the Executive Directors
Within this Sustainability Report, you will learn more about the actions we have taken to further
improve our sustainability position, our ambitions for the future, and who we are as a company.
Sustainability is at our core, and to better demonstrate this commitment, we announced our
new vision and mission in June 2020. Our vision is making the impossible possible offshore,
and our mission is to be the leading marine contractor creating sustainable value(s) for
clients and stakeholders. For Heerema, being a sustainable company means creating value
by providing services that create economic, environmental, and social value. Sustainability
introduces business opportunities, ways to differentiate, and helps us to achieve economic
and social success.
These statements will be the guiding principles for us moving forward, and within this report,
we will focus on our journey so far throughout 2019.
Sustainable Responsibility For Heerema, being a responsible company means taking action
and engaging in relentless experimentation to find ways to improve. This way of thinking
resulted in our ground-breaking Shore Power project that will result in nearly zero emissions
when our vessels moor along the quayside in the Caland Canal. Also, within this report, you
will read about our trials for alternative emission-reducing fuels, plans for how to eliminate our
plastic waste footprint, and how we are delivering sustainable employability.
Limitless Horizons We want to raise the bar and go beyond the ‘status quo.’ This ambition
requires the assistance and creative thinking of our employees, who support us by asking and
answering the question: where can we improve? In 2020, we will work towards our targets
outlined in this report and continue towards our ultimate goal to be carbon neutral.
Working Together We have already learned so much, and we will continue to work as a
connected team to operate and provide services that create environmental, social, and
economic value. This report demonstrates the progress we have made so far, but it is far from
the end of our sustainability journey.
We hope that you enjoy reading our Sustainability Report, and we look forward to creating
sustainable value(s) together!

Koos-Jan van Brouwershaven
Chief Executive Officer
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Wijnand Tutuarima
Chief Financial Officer
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Memorable Moments of 2019
202,199

17

20

26

64,416

59,042

2019

3 year average

27

CO2

vs 3 year average

Aegir removed DOT Wind Turbine
Generator single piece from Monopile

Thialf executes pilot for the use
of alternative, low-carbon fuels

Sleipnir bunkered LNG in Gibraltar
and successfully performed its first lift
on the Leviathan project

Plastic reduction initiatives stepped
up to reduce the amount of single use
plastic on board

NOx

vs 3 year average

62
SOx

79

2,918

187,850

2,946

vs 3 year average

Fleet emissions
in mT CO2, NOX, SOX

Fleet consumption of fuel in mT

22

Several initiatives are supported
by Heerema that have as goal
to develop hydrogen as a fuel
for the marine industry.

Heerema wins safety award
for the Tug Barge Access Gangway
(T-BAG) system

Heerema Engineering Solutions started in 2019.
This is the new engineering design branch of the Heerema Group.

Supporting the sustainable
employability of Heerema personnel

16

Parkwind, Heerema and
MHI Vestas announce a revolutionary
construction methodology
for Arcadis Ost 1 Wind Farm

October 24 marked the signing of the Shore Power Contract
with Eneco, Port of Rotterdam and Heerema

Feasibility studies on heat
recovery systems and Ship Based
Carbon Capture ongoing

Heerema takes revolutionary step in Offshore Decommissioning
by launching a new company: Fairfield Decom

Check the website for more information about our projects
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Sustainability Beliefs

Sustainability Roadmap

We act sustainably because we want to

Guiding our sustainable values into actions
Sustainable Achievements
Sustainable Achievements
Sustainable Achievements
1st Sustainable
Offshore
Initiative
1st Sustainable
Offshore
Initiative
1st Sustainable
Offshore Initiative

Main Office
Main Office
Main Office

Sleipnir LNG

Shore Power

Sleipnir LNG

Shore Power

Sleipnir LNG

Shore Power

Sustainable Achievements
For many years now, Heerema has

and renewables industry we aim to combine

International Maritime Organization, the

believed that a responsible company

sustainable practices with maintaining a

SDGs provide a framework for long-term

has an obligation to act in a sustainable

financially healthy company that consistently

policy planning and sustainable development

manner. For Heerema, being sustainable

meets and exceeds our stakeholder’s expec-

for Heerema.

means a careful balance between People,

tations.

Planet, and Profit. It is an integral part

Sustainable Themes
Sustainable Themes
Sustainable Themes

Sustainable Ambitions
Sustainable Ambitions
Sustainable Ambitions

Offshore
Excellence
Offshore
Excellence
Offshore
Excellence

Good Health
and
Well-Being
Good
Health
and Well-Being
Good Health
and Well-Being

Sustainable Supply
Chain Management
Sustainable Supply
Chain Management
Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

Reduce Footprint
and Emissions
Reduce
Footprint
and Emissions
Reduce Footprint
and Emissions

NO
W
NO
W
NOW

Sustainable Themes

Sustainable Ambitions

This is done and dusted

This is ongoing

Rotterdam signed, scheduled for completion

allows employees to purchase a bike for the

1st Sustainable
Shore
Power contract with Eneco
Port of
Mainand
Office
Offshore Initiative

by the end of 2020.

Carbon Neutral.
Circular
CarbonHeerema.
Neutral.
Pursuit
of Heerema.
Happiness.
Circular
Carbon
Neutral.
Pursuit
of Heerema.
Happiness.
Circular
Pursuit of Happiness.

Good
Healththat
Offshore
A new
mobility plan has been
proposed
and Well-Being
Excellence

This is what we aim to achieve
Become a carbon neutral offshore contractor
by 2025 or sooner.

office commute. Numerous gatherings have
been organized by and for the sustainability

As a responsible contractor in the offshore

Alternative fuels GTL/HVO pilot completed.

community, including speakers from DNV,

of Heerema’s identity that we are em-

In order to move from values into action,

industry, Heerema aims to be part of the

bedding into our daily work practices.

Heerema uses the United Nations Sustainable

solution and to be a role-model in terms

Development Goals (SDGs) as a guideline.

of sustainability. This commitment raises

Ocean Cleanup. In addition, a Fit20 studio is

Taking the lead towards a more sustainable

The SDGs are the blueprint for achieving a

the question: How will Heerema deal with

built at the main office in Leiden with dedi-

offshore industry is a natural instinct embed-

better and more sustainable future for all.

these challenges? To provide the necessary

cated trainers to improve physical health.

ded in the new mission of Heerema: ‘To be

They address the global challenges we face,

guidance, Heerema created a Sustainable

the leading marine contractor in creating

including those related to poverty, inequality,

Roadmap with projects, goals, and targets to

Several basic design studies that investigate

sustainable value(s) for our clients and stake-

climate, environmental degradation, pros-

take the lead as a sustainable contractor.

technical feasibility, economic viability and

holders.’ Being a contractor in the oil, gas,

perity, peace, and justice. Together with the

Sleipnir LNG

Shore Power

Wellsun, H2Fuel and SoundEnergy (which
Sustainable Supply

Reduce Footprint

have
led to a feasibility
and the
Chainboth
Management
andstudy)
Emissions

Carbon Neutral.
Circular Heerema.
Pursuit of Happiness.

NOW

desirability for reducing emissions on board
our vessels are under investigation. These
include hybridization of our vessels, using
batteries,

the

use

of

hydrogen

for

bubble curtains, heat recovery systems (such

For Heerema, being a sustainable company means creating value by providing services
that create economic, environmental, and social value. Sustainability creates
a business opportunity, a way to differentiate, and achieve economic and social success.
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as Soundenergy) and Carbon Capture and
Storage on board the Sleipnir.
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The Story of our Sustainability
An interview with Pieter H. Heerema

The company leader, or captain if you will, of Heerema since the 1980s.

This change of mindset can be seen

In 2020, there will be a renewed focus

Pieter H. Heerema has seen many changes throughout the marine

globally in the ongoing energy

on sustainable employability, especially

industry, but none are closer to his heart that the ongoing drive

transition, could you share some words

concerning mental wellbeing. Where do

on our transformation?

you see the main issues with burnout?

for sustainability. A lifelong supporter of environmental protection,

Mostly, I am happy that we will contribute to

Burnout is the result of building pressure,

his belief in sustainability has helped shape the company that Heerema

a cleaner world. Of our three Business Units,

from both professional and personal lives,

Wind focuses on supplying the world with

which in the workplace can often be the

is today. In this interview, he explains the influences, the changes,

clean energy; Decommissioning is cleaning

result of unaligned ideas within a team.

and what the goals are for sustainability within Heerema.

up the oceans, while adding to a circular

That is something we intend to work on;

economy with the recycled platforms; and

we want to think about personalities and

when we deliver on Transportation and

how understanding each other’s beliefs

Installation work, we strive to make sure

and expectations will lead to less stress

we complete the job most sustainably.

and greater cohesion within teams.

At Heerema, we believe success

Has your vision of what it means to be

is a commitment - in what ways are

sustainably responsible changed at all?

we committed to sustainability?

Sustainability has shaped my way of acting

Sustainability has been a big part of my life
since boyhood. For me, being a responsible

Our primary focus will be on prevention,
I am very proud, but I am especially proud of

reducing stressors, and understanding each

throughout my life. More recently, I have

our Shore Power project. This pride is because

other. But, Heerema has been and always will

started to see significant changes, both within

we developed this ourselves; we will no

be there for those who need it, that’s the way

company has always been a part of the long-

Heerema and throughout the wider marine

longer pollute with emissions or noise when

we treat people here.

term vision for Heerema. I can recall discus-

industry where others are now allowing

we are in Rotterdam, which is incredible.

sions 25 years ago about measures that were

sustainable responsibility to shape their

introduced – like using non-TBT anti-fouling

decision-making.

What hopes do you have for the future?
At Heerema we want to be the best,

I believe if you get people together to talk

Shore Power is an example of this, but

and think about ideas, something interesting

Within Heerema, an ever-growing number

what other projects set us apart?

will come up, which is why, in 2020, we will

How we show our commitment, though, is in

of people choose to act sustainably without

It is first essential to mention the introduction

begin microbattles. Teams will come together

our ambition to develop and consider new

any enforcement, it is a change of mindset

of Sleipnir to our fleet, with our sustainability

to discuss, develop, and adjust new ideas

and when new energy sources such as tidal

ideas. We are dedicated to innovation and

from within, and I would say that this is the

logo visible on the side in recognition of our

through this process - so right now much

emerge, we are prepared to be a leader in

moving forward; this is because we are always

correct way forward.

commitment to being able to operate in the

of what we will do remains to be explored,

this field.

cleanest possible way. Moving forward, we

or even invented!

paint before legally required.

ahead of the pack; we want to lead. That
includes everything from introducing LNG,

You can compare it to safety. At first, em-

are performing alternative fuel trials on the

developing our Shore Power project, and

ployees respected safety measures because

largest vessel ever to have run such a test, and

What I can say, though, is that we will have

but we will encourage the correct mentality,

building our main office that is one of the

they were mandatory, but now you see this

we will continute to develop and explore how

our antennas switched on. In essence, we will

openness, and creativeness to discuss these

Netherlands’ most sustainable buildings.

widespread belief that this is the correct way

to reduce our emissions and impact further.

work to be aware of social, political, environ-

thoughts so that we will continue innovating

But, we will not sit back and enjoy our

to behave regardless of rules.

mental, and technical advances that will shape

and creating. I want Heerema to be a company

sustainable successes. We will keep going

the ideas and processes we undertake. We

that acts responsibly, and leads in whatever

and continue to improve and innovate.

will be ready for new offshore innovation,

we do.
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At first, many ideas are considered impossible,

“Sustainability has
shaped my way
of acting throughout
my life”

The Story of our Sustainability 11

How Heerema Creates Value
Limitless horizons and client focus

North Sea UK

Heerema is a leading marine contractor in the offshore industry. We are

North Sea Norway

operating across the globe to deliver the best in project execution, from
design to completion and within time and cost budgets.
We can achieve this quality of services through

er emissions. We also use improved crane

Heerema’s vision and mission, our employees,

utilization, power management, and alterna-

and our operations. Together the company is

tive fuels to reduce our impact on the cli-

committed to sustainability and strives to re-

mate further.

North Sea Netherlands

duce our footprint and emissions, to innovate,
to hire an inclusive and diverse workforce, and

Decommissioning

to work with responsible suppliers.

We remove offshore constructions in a safe,
fast and cost-effective way. All constructions

We are a global company with offices around

are removed with the highest environmental

the world, and there are more than thirty

standards, recycling up to 99% of all the

nationalities in our workforce. This range of

materials wherever possible. Heerema has also

experience and knowledge brings creativity

partnered with two other companies with

and passion to Heerema, making us who

expert knowledge in decommissioning to form

we are. Within our worldwide team, around

Fairfield Decom, a company that will inte-

twenty-one percent of employees are female,

grate a range of decommissioning activities

and we support education by providing a wide

to support asset owners and operators.

LONDON
OFFICE

LEIDEN

HEAD OFFICE

HOUSTON
OFFICE

Gulf of Mexico

MEXICO CITY
OFFICE

Israel

range of opportunities to students within
our organization. Heerema has divided the

Wind

operational services we deliver into three

We transport and install offshore windfarm

Business Units:

components, most safely and sustainably. We
transport and install with floating and fixed

Transport and Installation

foundations and install wind turbine genera-

We complete operations quickly and within

tors, substations, and HVDC converter sta-

a limited timeframe due to our crane vessel’s

tions. We provide unique and innovative

abilities to install offshore structures such as

solutions for the most challenging projects,

jackets and decks with reduced weather

using decades of offshore experience to

downtime. We can optimize and improve

support this area of energy development.

LUANDA &
PORTO AMBOIM

SINGAPORE
OFFICE

OFFICE

RIO DE JANEIRO
OFFICE

Brazil

projects execution by using our substantial
weight lifting capacities to lift structures in
one go, instead of as several lifts thereby reducing offshore hookup and commissioning
activities. Sustainability; fewer lifts mean few-

Heerema Marine Contractors - Projects 2019
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Heerema’s Fleet at a Glance
Who we are

Heerema provides offshore expert

Heerema owns the world’s largest Semi-

services for our clients. We use
our versatile and specialized fleet

Our specialized vessels are deployed around

We have the same passion for sustainability

proud to showcase the environmental

LED lighting, Low Sulfur Marine Gas Oil

submersible Crane Vessels (SSCVs), known

the world and are unique in their capacities for

as we do in delivering the highest quality

measures that we undertook to deliver on

(MGO), Ship Energy Efficiency Management

as Sleipnir, Thialf, and Balder. These operate

heavy lifting and motion behavior. They have

of work for clients. Whether we are building

our ambitions to reduce our footprint and

Plan (SEEMP), waste management, plastic

alongside Heavy Lift Vessel Aegir, a monohull

large deck areas and have earned their repu-

a new vessel like Sleipnir, or dismantling a

emissions. Sleipnir can run on Liquefied

reduction plans, ballast water management,

of crane vessels and multi-use

vessel. All these vessels are using Dynamic

tations for superior workability and excellent

retired vessel such as Hermod, we strive to

Natural Gas (LNG), drastically reducing harm-

energy management plans, and efficient sail-

barges to carry out our activities

Positioning (DP). Heerema’s tugs Bylgia and

station-keeping. The fleet can operate in

create sustainable value. Our newest vessel,

ful emissions without sacrificing operational

ing procedures. In the table below, you can

Kolga, together with our barges, complete the

shallow, deep, and ultra-deep waters and can

Sleipnir, is a state of the art demonstration

quality. Additionally, Sleipnir, like Thialf,

learn more about the vast and continuously

fleet as they perform an extensive array of

deliver the best quality of work even in the

that being bold and mighty should not come

Balder, and Aegir, also uses bio-degradable

growing list of sustainable measures that we

offshore support functions.

harshest of environments.

at the expense of the environment. We are

oil on subsea equipment, energy-efficient

introduce on the fleet.

around the globe.

Lifting capabilities
Average Fuel Consumption per day [mT]
3 year average except for Sleipnir

Emission Factors (mT/mT)

For example 1 mT LNG produces 2,75 mT CO₂
Emission factors under constant review

SLEIPNIR

THIALF

BALDER

AEGIR

KOLGA - BYLGIA

2 x 10.000 mT

2 x 7.100 mT

6.300 mT

4.000 mT

-

25.9 LNG

18.0 MGO

48.4 MGO

36.8 MGO

28.5 MGO

12.7 / 15.2 MGO

2.750 CO₂
0.01020 NOx
0.00002 SOx

3.206 CO₂
0.05090 NOx
0.002 SOx

3.206 CO₂
0.05886 NOx
0.002 SOx

3.206 CO₂
0.05375 NOx
0.002 SOx

3.206 CO₂
0.04080 NOx
0.002 SOx

3.206 CO₂
0.04927 NOx
0.002 SOx

Operational Footprint
Alternative Low Emission Fuels (LNG/GTL/HVO)

LNG

In progress

In progress

In progress

In progress

Marine Gas Oil low sulphur

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

UREA system to reduce NOx emissions on MGO

Yes

-

-

-

-

Optional noise mitigation during pile driving

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Occupational health measurements

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Biodegradable oils non-floating spread and ROVs

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Environmentally friendly cleaning products

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

High effective bilge water separators

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Green Dynamic Positioning (DP) mode or equivalent

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

State-of-the-Art Crane Power Management System

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

Solid State Gyros for improved Navigation

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Yes

Optional sailing on one engine
LED lighting cranebooms, deck, and exterior accomo

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

-

Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Strict waste separation procedures

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Deck rainwater collection / treatment

Yes

-

-

-

-

High Performing Fluorine-Free Foams for Firefighting

Yes

-

-

-

-

Dedicated waste management controller

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Green Passport EU Notation

Yes

-

-

Yes

Yes

-

-

-

-

43.9 / 45.9

Environmental Ship Index (ESI)
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Sustainable Achievements

Shore Power Caland Canal

Sustainable Themes

1st Sustainable
Offshore Initiative

Main Office

Offshore
Excellence

Good Health
and Well-Being

Sleipnir LNG

Shore Power

Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

Reduce Footprint
and Emissions

Renewable energy to power vessels

Sustainable Ambitions

Alternative Fuel Test

Reduce Footprint
and Emissions

Carbon Neutral.
Circular Heerema.
Pursuit of Happiness.

Nominated for IMCA sustainability award

NOW
Heerema’s Shore Power Caland Canal project will revolutionize how we power our vessels when they are

After a massive effort by our onboard team,

in port. The fuel consumption, noise, and emissions that can be associated with moored vessels will be

we prepared three of our engines on Thialf

replaced by green, quiet, emission-free energy. The project is scheduled to be delivered by the end of 2020.

professionals joined us on board from

for testing these fuels. Experienced DNV GL
Germany to perform the tests. The tests
ran for three days with a contribution from

The Shore Power Teams from Heerema, Eneco
and the Port of Rotterdam on board of the Thialf,
after the signing of the Shore Power Contract.

both fleet and office personnel to make
this happen.
The introduction of GTL or HVO will provide
a significant reduction of particulate matter
emissions, in the order of at least 50% or
more. This decrease in smog will improve
workplace conditions for fleet personnel by
ensuring cleaner air. Another harmful emission that these alternative fuels reduced was
NOx, an essential development in light of

Heerema has already invested heavily in cleaner fuels to power its vessels,
demonstrated by the use of LNG for Sleipnir, and by using ultra-low
sulfur MGO for its vessels where possible. In addition to these measures,

The Netherland’s new legislation targeting
NOx pollution.
The shipping industry contributes to 3% of
global carbon emissions, but up to 30% of all

we are making efforts to reduce emissions throughout the Heerema

the world’s nitrogen oxides and 9% of the

fleet further by means of using other types of alternative fuels.

Even though we have used ultra-low sulphur

global sulphur oxide by some estimates.
as a standard and have introduced LNG for
Sleipnir, cleaner fuels will further reduce our

16 Heerema Sustainability Report 2019

The first of these efforts is a trial where we

These fuels are so-called drop-in fuels, meaning

emissions. We are proud to positively impact

tested the usage of “Gas-To-Liquid” (GTL) and

virtually no adjustments to our engines are

these figures. By investing in alternative fuels,

“Hydrated Vegetable Oil” (HVO) fuel. These

required for implementation. Tests have been

Heerema looks forward to a cleaner, more

are both synthetic, paraffinic diesel fuels that

performed on-board Thialf, the largest off-

environmentally sustainable future.

have the potential to reduce emissions – espe-

shore vessel to have trialed alternative fuels.

cially Nitrogen Oxides (NOX) and Particulate

In this groundbreaking study, we assessed

Matter (PM). HVO is bio-based, meaning it is

the feasibility of these alternative fuels and

derived from vegetable oils or waste material

how much of a reduction they can deliver

from the paper industry for example.

for Heerema.

Alternative Fuel Test 17

SLEIPNIR ECO NOTATIONS IN GREEN PASSPORTS
A

The anti-fouling system per LR list of approved systems

BIO

Record of marine growth to the hull and hull cleaning activities

BWT

Ballast water treatment arrangements

DIST

Machinery suitable for operation on distillate fuels

GW

Grey water treatment or holding and discharge

IBTS

Integrated Bilgewater Treatment System

IHM

Inventory of Hazardous Materials

OW

Oily bilge water system

P

Arrangements for protected oil tanks

SEEMP

Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan to be retained on board

SOx

Limiting the sulphur content of oil fuels used on board

NOx-3	
Engines and any associated NOx emission abatement systems
meeting the MARPOL Tier 3 NOx emission limits
*The measures are in addition to measures that are mandatory under the International Convention
for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships

SLEIPNIR IS THE LARGEST SEMI-SUBMERSIBLE VESSEL RUNNING ON LNG
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A Plastic Free Future

Sustainable Supply
Chain Management

How to eliminate single-use plastics

Plastic Soup

How big is the problem?

Reducing the plastic Heerema produces is only

By now, most people will have heard of

Before reducing single-use plastic, it is first

one stage of this plan as supplier packaging

‘plastic soup’... a term used to describe the

essential to understand the scale of the issue.

contributes massively to the plastic waste

marine pollution caused by plastic. It might

In 2019, questionnaires were filled out by

generated by Heerema. After working on our

sound dramatic, especially because you can

the fleet and also the offices to identify

usage, we can investigate possible solutions

barely see it. But there is evidence that

which single-use plastic products we were

and ideas to reduce the impact of packaging

roughly 8 million tons of plastic is ending

purchasing and what challenges we might

plastics.

up in our oceans every single year. After this

face in getting rid of them.

waste enters the sea, large quantities degrade

We discovered that throughout the fleet, the

Moving Forward

into tiny pieces of plastic known as micro

primary sources of single-use plastic ordered

Heerema is committed to reducing our

plastics, which is why it is difficult to see with

by Heerema were: water bottles, shoe covers,

single-use plastic footprint. Not only

the naked eye.

and cutlery. Whereas, in the offices, it was

demonstrated by purchasing sustainable

food packaging in the canteen, plastic cups,

alternatives but also in our participation in

and cutlery.

beach cleanups and even by providing

Most of this pollution comes from single-use
or disposable plastics, such as cutlery, drinks

engineering support to The Ocean Cleanup.

bottles, food wrappers, and plastic bags.

Finding Alternatives

This attitude towards positive change will

As a leading marine contractor, Heerema

We decided to swap many of the products

continue throughout 2020 and onwards, as we

respects the world’s seas as our workplace,

ordered by Heerema for more sustainable

strive to be the best at creating sustainable

our home, and our passion. Therefore, in

alternatives. For our fleet, this meant plastic

value(s) for our clients and stakeholders.

2019, the question was asked how can

cutlery traded for bamboo, new reusable

Heerema help reduce plastic waste and clean

bottles distributed, and the re-use of shoe

up our oceans?

covers. A special mention goes to the crew of
Thialf for preventing the use of thousands of

‘As a leading marine contractor,
Heerema respects the world’s
seas as our workplace, our home,
and our passion.’

plastic bags by removing garbage bins from
cabins. In the offices, changes took place
within the canteen by asking suppliers to
reconsider single-use packaging, plastic cups,
and swapping plastic cutlery. Both office and
fleet staff received reusable bottles.
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Sustainable Employability

Good Health
and Well-Being

The Heerema Beach Cleanup Tour 2019 Team.

Health and happiness in the workplace

greater understanding of employees’ working

Internal Reintegration

What have we learned?

personalities can improve the workplace and

Thomas and Stefan were both asked if they

Thomas and Stefan have opted to return to

reduce stress.

would be willing to assist the simulation

their positions, feeling healthy and confident

center. Apprehensive at first, Thomas recalled

- an outstanding success story. They noted

Burnout and Rehabilitation

that it was the ‘freedom and lack of pressure’

that the simulation center is a unique con-

Burnout is often a culmination of pressure,

he experienced that allowed him to reinte-

necting point between the fleet and office,

stress, and fatigue both in personal and

grate him into the workplace. While, both

where knowledge sharing is not only beneficial

professional arenas. However, people often

employees made it clear that the simulation

for those with burnout but the operations

wonder what happens next? How do you get

center’s staff made them feel welcome, as

of the company as a whole. While it shows

back to the workplace? What help exists? In

a part of the team, but most importantly,

that for burnout patients, workplace-related

Heerema, there are positive examples of per-

valuable. Stefan explained that after some

therapy could be the answer for workplace-

sonnel who regained their health following

time, he felt like he had the space to open up

related stress. The team dynamics, reduced

time off due to burnout. Their stories are

and ‘tell his colleagues what had happened’

pressure, and the learning and knowledge

both inspiring and educational, providing an

and to begin to ‘understand the lead up to

sharing processes are valuable lessons for

insight into how they restored their confi-

his burnout.’

what works during burnout reintegration.

dence, got back in touch with their skills, and
built meaningful professional and personal
relationships in the workplace.
The Heerema Culture

Generally, people measure sustainability in environmental or eco-

we all possess. Most people know someone

When burnout forced Thomas out of the

nomic terms. However, there is a third and equally important type

who has experienced burnout. It is one of

workplace, he ‘felt like a burden’ and realized

of sustainability that is concerned with the quality of life, known as

the primary causes of lack of productivity,

that he was at the mercy of his employer. But

decreased safety, and workforce dropouts.

with a smile, Thomas explained that this

‘This experience has given me personal growth,
knowledge, and has changed my mindset.
I have new priorities, one of which is my own health.’
Thomas

stress was soon relieved by the care he received,

social sustainability.

Workplace Personalities

noting that despite the adverse situation, he

Heerema encapsulates this measure of

create an environment in which employees

Studies on burnout identify workplace

had a ‘warm feeling’ from what he described

sustainability within our Good Health and

can feel happy, healthy, and motivated

tensions such as time management and

as the Heerema Culture. He went on to talk

Thomas recalled that during his time in the

The ultimate goal for Heerema is to ensure

Well-being theme within our roadmap. In 2019,

during their work life.

unrealistic expectations as significant stress-

about the ‘genuine care’ he received as opposed

office, he gained so much from the team’s

the health and happiness of employees and

this theme inspired the introduction of a

ors. One way to reduce these issues is to

to a ‘race to get him back making money.’

‘technical knowledge’ while he felt ‘appreci-

to prevent situations of burnout. However,

company social worker, the inhouse fitness

Mental Health

have a greater understanding of workplace

A similar description was made by Stefan,

ated for the information he could share.’

in the eventuality of mental exhaustion and

program Fit20, and the ongoing develop-

Over thirty nationalities make up the Heerema

personalities that can determine preferred

when discussing the support he needed. A

Thomas and Stefan were allowed to experi-

burnout, Heerema is committed to supporting

ment of a mobility plan.

workforce, with employees connecting through

methods of working and communication.

connection to the workplace was lost, but

ment and learn something new and had the

staff throughout their recovery.

their commitment and skills. But also, by the

Within team environments, unaligned expec-

both Thomas and Stefan were enthusiastic,

space to reconnect with their skills. They

These actions contribute to sustainable

inherently human vulnerabilities to stress,

tations can lead to stress and inefficiency,

open, and committed to reconnecting with

provided invaluable knowledge while expe-

employability as the long term goal to

fatigue, and the possibility of burnout that

which is why Heerema is exploring how a

their skills.

riencing work as a team again.

If you want to speak to someone after reading this story,
please contact our social worker via HR (Arbodesk)
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Performance Indicators
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